skill set
easy peasy
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Opulence Charm
Necklace
Everyday elegance

Design by: Katie Hill
Supplies
1
1
8
4
3

Opulence 2–1 Magnetic Clasp
(94-6238-26)
Opulence Charm (94-2544-26)
4mm Rococo Round Spacer
Bead (93-0426-26)
2x2mm Crimp Bead (01-0030-09)
Sm Oval Jump Ring (01-0016-09)

2" 21ga Eye Pin (01-0027-09)
5x2mm brass cable chain, gold
4mm round glass pearls
7mm round glass pearl
3x5mm Czech glass faceted
rondelle bead, purple
2 4x6mm Czech glass faceted
rondelle bead, red
Beading wire
1
16"
16
1
5

Instructions
TIP: When forming beaded strands,
be sure slack is taken up in beading
wire before securing second crimp
bead.
1.

up the 1" piece and use one jump

2. String one 7mm pearl and one

loop and attach to loose end of
chain with charm from Step 1.
Close loop. Set aside.
3. Cut one 5" piece of beading wire.
String one crimp bead onto one
end. Thread end of wire back
through crimp bead about 1".
Adjust wire to form a 1/8" loop.

the other end of chain to the
9. Open the loop at the top of the

rondelle, 1 spacer bead, one

charm dangle and attach to the

4x6mm rondelle, 1 spacer bead,

bottom loop of the magnetic

one 3x5mm rondelle, 4 pearls, 1

clasp. Close loop.

through crimp bead and adjust
to form a 1/8" loop. Secure with
crimping pliers. Trim excess wire.
6. Repeat Steps 3-5 for second
7.

beaded strand.

Watch our technique videos

Position the magnetic clasp so

in the DIY section of our blog

that there are two upper loops

(look for videos on crimping,

and one lower loop. Use one

jump rings and simple loops).

jump ring to attach one beaded
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strand to one of the upper loops.
Repeat to attach second beaded
strand to second upper loop.
8. Use one jump ring to attach 15"
piece of chain to the end of one
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second beaded strand.

5. Thread beading wire back

eye pin. After rondelle bead bend
to 3/8". Form simple loop. Open

excess wire close to crimp bead.

bead.

3x5mm rondelle bead onto one
wire over at right angle and trim

Approx. 26 inches

spacer bead, and second crimp

ring to attach charm to one end.
Set aside.

Finished Size

beaded strand. Repeat to attach

4mm pearls, one 3x5mm

of chain. Set 15" piece aside. Pick

Crimping pliers, round nose pliers,
chain nose pliers, flush cutters,ruler

Secure with crimping pliers. Trim
4. String on 1 spacer bead, four

Cut a 1" piece from the 16" length

Required Tools

